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Abstract
The current changes in the global ecosystem have resulted in a rapid transformation of the Industrial Revolution 4.0 in the Malaysia Education system. Globalized educational technologies advancement was adopted and adapted into the new realm of learning environments. The global shift from conventional to contemporary learning platforms has led to the need for public preschool teachers to be well-versed in conducting inspirational and inquisitive learning activities that create an enjoyable learning atmosphere. Learners at the age of four to six years are having high imagination and creativity. They like to explore their feelings through fun-inspired activities. Public preschool teachers’ capability to lead their peers in conducting various fun-inspired activities via virtual and physical environments has led to the quality of public preschool education during the pandemic era. Nonetheless, studies regarding the association between leadership and fun-inspired instructions are still scarce. It is also revealed that the combination of various innovative leadership can be associated with creativity and interesting ideas that led to various types of innovations involved. An inquiry occurs on how peer leaders could lead their peer teachers in transforming new ways of delivering instructions in the new realm, particularly among Malaysian public preschool teachers. Therefore, an empirical review of existing models was performed to establish a new model that would serve as a significant reference for public preschool peer leaders in mobilizing fun-inspired inquisitive instructions in virtual and physical learning environments. These models include the Community of Inquiry Framework, Model of Instructional Coaching, Community of Practice Model, Model of Knowledge Sharing, and Model of Appreciative Inquiry. Hence, a new inspirational peer-led model namely, Peer-Led...
Fun Inspired Inquisitive (PeLFII) Model was established to mobilize virtual and physical peer-led fun-inspired inquisitive instructions in the new realm.
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**Introduction**

In a volatile, unpredictable, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) world, leading virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions are becoming increasingly popular in early childhood education. The Malaysian government, like the rest of the globe, recognizes the need of changing instructional delivery channels, especially during global pandemic circumstances. The conventional norm of face-to-face instructions particularly in public preschools may not be popular anymore due to an uncertain turbulent environment. In other words, the global pandemic of COVID-19 has brought a great impact on global education ecosystems. The global COVID-19 problem has wreaked havoc education, affecting both the quality and quantity of instruction, particularly in the area of preschool curriculum modification.

The rise of virtual learning has shifted the fun learning approach in the Malaysian public preschool environment. Hence, it is significant to develop superior peer leaders among experienced public preschool teachers to lead their peer teachers’ in conducting innovative fun-inspired inquisitive activities in multi-learning environments. The newly developed Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive Model would enhance peer leaders’ leadership competency in mobilizing fun-inspired inquisitive instructions via virtual and physical learning platforms.

In other words, public preschool teachers are moving away from conventional instructional practices toward virtual environments, which are the foundations of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Leading public preschool teachers in Cybergogical educational technologies of industrial 4.0 provides advantages for public preschool teachers to be conscious of leading each other in innovating virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions for the future (Gerekli et al., 2021). In reality, as global education institutions change, innovation in instructional practices is crucial (Drosos et al., 2021). It should also include taking risks and being flexible to adapt the virtual fun-inspired inquisitive instructions in the event of future outbreaks, whether through synchronous or asynchronous interactions. Parents’ or guardians’ involvement, particularly in virtual learning environments that needs hands-on initiative would attract young learners’ attention in using their imagination to accomplish the given tasks. Parents’ or guardians’ virtual participation would provide moral support and encourage young learners to enjoyably explore additional ideas to complete the tasks (Rudenko et al., 2021; Chmelárová & Čonková, 2021).

Actively engaged learners in inquiry-based learning (Chokchai & Pupat, 2018) require innovative and inquisitive thinking skills, especially among young learners. Incorporating creative queries into both virtual and physical encounters would also help young learners develop creativity, curiosity, and inquisitive minds. Similarly, public preschool teachers should use creativity to conduct hands-on fun-inspired inquisitive instructions in various interactive surroundings, as this would improve their innovative thinking skills (Batey, 2012). Unfortunately, creating a unique, entertaining, dynamic, and curious atmosphere necessitates public preschool teachers to work together to brainstorm ideas. Leading peers would also necessitate public preschool teachers to polish their inquisitive and curiosities minds (Grazer & Fishman, 2015), resulting in numerous creative thinking talents (Anderson, Potočnik, & Zhou, 2014) both within and across processes.
Public preschool teachers should mobilize innovative leadership and perform as active team members. Peer leaders can use innovative leadership to inspire their peers to think creatively and formulate fresh ideas, new fun instructional alternatives, and new approaches to conduct effective virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions. Public preschool peer leaders should work with their peer teachers to practice more pleasant, creative, and enjoyable instructions actively (Sailin & Mahmor, 2018). Both virtual and in-person encounters could be used to deliver innovative instructions. Nonetheless, since the worldwide education ecology has transformed to a new realm in delivering instructions as a result of the pandemic, virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive have become increasingly popular.

To put it another way, public preschool teachers must perform a variety of Cybergogical approaches, especially when conducting hybrid (a combination of virtual and face-to-face) sessions. They must explore a wide range of free educational technologies that are applicable in a volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) world. Other options include fully utilizing the newly developed Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive (PeLFII) Model, a newly established peer leadership model in conducting fun-inspired instructions in Malaysian public preschools contexts.

**The Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive Model**

The Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive (PeLFII) Model was developed based on Sashkin’s visionary leadership theory (Sashkin, 1988) and Dobni’s innovation theory (Dobni, 2008). The visionary leadership theory explains a person’s leadership style regarding the organization’s setting and effectiveness (Sashkin, 1988). Drawing from innovation and visionary leadership theories, PeLFII Model was also developed through the lenses of cognitive constructivism (Piaget, 1973) and social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978), as well as an empirical review of a related framework and three models. The Community of Inquiry Framework (Garrison et al., 2000), Model of Instructional Coaching (Knight, 2004), Community of Practice Model (Bonk et al., 2004), Model of Knowledge Sharing (Ho, Wu, & Hsu, 2006), and Model of Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2001) serve as significant empirical sources in the development of PeLFII Model. As a result, the newly developed PeLFII Model is measured by four domains respectively. The domains include: i) Leading through Appreciation of Fun-Inspired Inquiry, ii) Leading through Sharing Knowledge and Ideas of Fun-Inspired Inquiry, iii) Leading through Engaging and Fun-Inspired Inquiry, and iv) Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals of Fun-Inspired Inquiry. The four domains are essential for peer leader to lead their peer teachers in mobilizing fun-inspired inquisitive instructions through virtual and face-to-face interactions.

Eventually, the Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive (PeLFII) Model also serves as a foundation for generating creative ideas among public preschool teachers, especially in the discovery of viable solutions to inquiry-based challenges. On the other hand, Mehtaa, Chandanib, and Neerajac (2014) found that an inquiry-based approach improved the integration of original idea development and innovative thinking among young learners. In delivering virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions globally in a world full of volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA), public preschool teachers must practice their creative and critical thinking skills, analytical skills, synthesis skills, decision-making skills, creative leadership skills, as well as visionary leadership skills, and digital skills. Nonetheless, in a turbulent, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous global environment, public preschool peer
leaders and their peer teachers may fail to see how visionary leadership, digital skills, and creativity are interwound. Therefore, public preschool teachers are urged to mobilize visionary leadership and their creativity within and beyond schools closer together. They need to review which skills inhibit creativity that does not drive visionary leadership into virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions and in contrast, contribute to limitations in young learners’ creativity and existing knowledge. The true measure of visionary leadership and creativity will highly depend on the effectiveness of the proposed PeLFII Model in virtual and face-to-face interactions. Incorporating digital technology and visionary leadership into virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions, on the other hand, is a terrific technique to actively engage public preschool teachers, young learners, and parents throughout the interactive sessions. In other words, the public preschool community must actively participate in the virtual and face-to-face fun-inspired inquisitive instructions as successful players. Public preschool peer leaders, on the other hand, could continue to lead their peer teachers in implementing a borderless learning network for fun-inspired inquisitive instructions. Likewise, public preschool peer leaders should openly communicate evidence-based and promising virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions to peer teachers, motivating them to mobilize visionary leadership within and beyond schools. It is also undeniable that not every public preschool teacher can generate unique and engaging ideas for innovative fun-inspired inquisitive activities.

**The In-Depth of Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive Model**

Through multiple virtual and physical interactive platforms, the Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive (PeLFII) Model was designed to mobilize visionary leadership and fun-inspired inquisitive instructions to an endless number of public preschool teachers. The public PeLFII Model was also created to improve the quality of innovative instructions in public preschools, both within and beyond public preschools, through online and face-to-face interactions. The PeLFII Model was also a flexible model that allows public preschool teachers to interact with young learners, as well as their parents based on schedules that are convenient for both parties.

Similarly, public preschool teachers may emphasize shared responsibility among parents and young learners in achieving short-term innovation goals for fun innovative instructions (Yuet et al., 2021). In other words, preschool peer-leaders must work ‘in parallel’ with the Head of Department or subject heads that are often known as middle leaders (Kho et al., 2016; Kho, 2020) to construct varied fun-inspired innovative instructions. Shared responsibility also has a significant influence in getting public preschool teachers to mobilize visionary leadership and creativity in their classrooms and beyond (Andrew & Terry, 2014; Yuet et al., 2021). In addition, this effort encourages public preschool teachers to freely discuss creative ideas in a safe environment (Mehtaa et al., 2014). Public preschool peer leaders are specifically encouraged to inquisitively lead their peer teachers in evidence-based fun-inspired innovative instructions. To elaborate, the proposed PeLFII Model was created to improve and monitor the effectiveness of visionary leadership and fun-inspired innovative instructions in the public preschool context. Parallel to this, public preschool peer leaders would engage in multi-peer-led innovative engagement to help spread creative ideas both within and beyond the school system (Andrew & Terry, 2014). As a result, the development of the multi-dimensional PeLFII Model remains crucial in current trends of innovation (Andrews Graham, 2019).
Furthermore, creative and innovative public preschool peer leaders are expected to lead their peer teachers in reflecting on effective virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions that suit preschool curriculums and have a significant impact on the learning of young learners. These insights would also help to lay the groundwork for multi-level innovative thinking among public preschool peer leaders and their peer teachers both inside and outside of the classroom. Similarly, innovative public preschool peer leaders would encourage their peer teachers to adopt new ideas for implementing evidence-based fun-inspired innovative instructions that are appropriate for the current changes in the global education ecosystem. In other words, public preschool peer leaders have a significant influence in directing their peer teachers in the study of more fun-inspired innovative instructions in a volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) world.

The influence of the aforementioned inventions led to the development of the proposed PeLFII Model in the current study. The proposed PeLFII Model was also developed based on an empirical review of five related models that had led public preschool teachers' creativity in generating virtual and physical fun-inspired innovative instructions in public preschools (Batey, 2012). The models include: i) Garrison, Anderson, and Archer's Community of Inquiry Framework (Garrison et al., 2000), ii) Knight's Model of Instructional Coaching (Knight, 2004), iii) Bonk, Wisher, and Nigrelli's Community of Practice Model (Bonk, Wisher, & Nigrelli, 2004), iv) Ho, Wu, and Hsu's Model of Knowledge Sharing (Ho et al., 2006), and v) Cooperrider and Whitney's Model of Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2001). There are limited models of fun-inspired innovative instructions in the literature. As a result, the Community of Inquiry Framework, developed by Garrison, Anderson, and Archer (Garrison et al., 2000), has been chosen as the essential model for gaining in-depth insight into fun-inspired innovative instructions in Malaysian public preschool settings.

Since 2000, the Community of Inquiry Framework (Garrison et al., 2000) has been the most widely used approach for cultivating creative inquiry. The Community of Inquiry Framework was intended to promote and sustain innovative inquiry in the transformation of twenty-first-century public preschools' fun innovative instructions to align with current pandemic scenarios. To date, it has been a highly influential paradigm that has served as the foundation for a variety of fun-inspired inquisitive frameworks and models. It is, in particular, a foundational approach for the creation of creative and innovative inquiry instructions.

Meanwhile, Knight (2004) has created a collaborative, on-site, evidence-based instructional coaching program for public preschool teachers that walks them through the process of implementing fun-inspired innovative instructions, from the initial instructions to the final innovative practices, with a detailed discussion of effective instructional approaches (Model of Instructional Coaching). Value-added leadership in the professional community is required for effective teaching strategies. The Community of Practice Model, developed by Bonk, Wisher, and Nigrelli in 2004 (Bonk, Wisher, & Nigrelli, 2004), was one of the key models employed in the study. It's a professional development program that focuses on recognizing and resolving instructional issues in schools.

The Knowledge Sharing Model (Ho, Wu, & Hsu, 2006) was another key paradigm. It gives teachers vital insight into instructional knowledge that will help teachers achieve their innovation goals. Finally, the Cooperrider-Whitney Model of Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2001), the study's most important model, contributes greatly to the knowledge of fun-inspired and creative inquisitive instructions in educational institutions. The proposed PeLFII Model was developed in a multi-layered method, as previously described. To integrate public preschool peer leaders and their peer teachers in a range of vital roles, each
process needs distinct visionary leadership competencies, leading to improved virtual and physical fun-inspired inquisitive instructions. Hence, the researcher's first step in determining the newly developed PeLFII Model is to look for novel fun inquisitive-related models. Following that, clusters of creative fun-inspired inquisitive practices were identified.

The Domains of Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive Model
The proposed ideas of developing fun-inspired inquisitive instructions were the most notable dissimilarity among the five innovative inquiry-related models namely, the Community of Inquiry Framework (Garrison et al., 2000), Model of Instructional Coaching (Knight, 2004), Community of Practice Model (Bonk, Wisher, & Nigrelli, 2004), Model of Knowledge Sharing (Ho, Wu, & Hsu, 2006), and Model of Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2001). Despite this, there were sites of contact between them. In practice, all the identified areas of abilities, from identification through evaluation of peer-led fun-inspired inquisitive instructions were articulated. As a result, four domains have been proposed: i) Leading through Appreciation of Fun-Inspired Inquiry, ii) Leading through Sharing of Knowledge and Ideas of Fun-Inspired Inquiry, iii) Leading through Engaging and Fun-Inspired Inquiry, and iv) Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals of Fun-Inspired Inquiry.

Leading through Appreciation of Fun-Inspired Inquiry
The first domain, Leading through Appreciation of Fun-Inspired Inquiry was constructed based on the first phase of the 4-D cycle in the Model of Appreciative Inquiry – ‘Discovery’ (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2001), as well as the second and third basic strategies in the Model of Instructional Coaching (Knight, 2004), Community of Inquiry Framework (Garrison et al., 2000) and Community of Practice Model, respectively. It emphasized the importance to accept and appreciate others’ efforts in delivering fun-inspired inquiry, particularly in teaching basic science process principles through virtual or face-to-face interactions. Appreciating public preschool peer teachers’ effort in sharing fun-inspired inquisitive instructions allow public preschool peer leaders to lead their peer teachers in introducing exciting and engaging activities into virtual learning environments. The ability to share virtual fun-inspired inquisitive instructions would enhance their personalized learning too. Personalized learning is further enhanced by the ability and flexibility to use educational technologies as an intrinsic aspect of social interactions between a public preschool teacher and a young learner, as well as learner to learner in a virtual fun-inspired learning environment. Similarly, peer leaders should be flexible and appreciate peer teachers’ effort in delivering fun-inspired instructions that take into account young learners’ imagination and creativity.

Indeed, peer leaders should lead their peer teachers on ways to initiate ideal fun-inspired inquisitive instructions and constantly express gratitude for their contributions in the planning and conducting fun-inspired inquisitive activities that are tailored to the present pandemic situation (Heng & Sol, 2020). Peer leaders should also urge their peer teachers to collaborate with parents through cross-boundary digital collaboration tools for the betterment of young learners’ acquisition of early science process concepts and skills (Graafland, 2018). The cross-border collaboration is expected to foster creative education and, as a result, incorporate the 4th Industrial Revolution's needs into Malaysian public preschools’ environment (Jemimah & Suziyani, 2019).

Leading through Sharing Knowledge and Ideas of Fun-Inspired Inquiry
The second domain, *Leading through Sharing Knowledge and Ideas of Fun-Inspired Inquiry* emphasized the significance of being open-minded in sharing best practices from diverse perspectives, which boosted young learners’ artistic problem-solving abilities. Similarly, peer leaders in Malaysian public preschools should foster the development of creative-thinking abilities by applying innovative, authentic, and multi-focused learner-centered fun-inspired innovation in engaging in inquisitive activities. This domain was also created based on the third domain of the Model of Knowledge Sharing – ‘Functions of ICT Platforms in Knowledge Sharing’ and the third dimension of the Community of Practice Model - 'Sharing spaces for idea negotiation'. This domain demonstrated the importance of being open-minded, imaginative, and creative. Similarly, this dimension emphasized the importance of honing imaginative and creative thinking skills, knowledge, and values while leading and engaging peer teachers in effectively planning and conducting fun-inspired inquisitive activities in integrated subjects like science, mathematics, and the arts.

**Leading through Engaging and Fun-Inspired Inquiry**
The third domain, *Leading through Engaging and Fun-Inspired Inquiry* was established based on Garrison, Anderson, and Archer’s Community of Inquiry Framework's third dimension - ‘Integration' (Garrison et al., 2000). This dimension promotes leadership for learning by leading peer teachers to reflect on their instructional practices across subjects and schools for effective and creative learning. It was concerned with public preschool peer leaders’ efforts to collaborate and share best practices in combined learning environments for collective reflection via online or in-person platforms, as well as peer leaders’ observation to improve peer teachers’ skills in designing engaging virtual and face-to-face fun-inspired inquisitive instructions. As a result of spontaneous and informal exchanges of instructional ideas on various fun-inspired inquisitive instructions, the learning environment becomes more engaging and imaginative, from school-based to home-based learning that incorporates leadership for learning during an epidemic environment (MacBeath, 2012).

**Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals for Fun-Inspired Inquiry**
The fourth domain, *Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals for Fun-Inspired Inquiry* focused on setting short-term innovation goals for fun-inspired inquiry in collaborative and co-creative environments, giving public preschool peer leaders and their peer teachers a sense of belonging and allowing them to stay connected for a short period to achieve the short-term fun-inspired innovation goals. It was developed based on the first phase of the 4-D cycle, ‘Discovery’ in the Model of Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2001). ‘Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals for Fun-Inspired Inquiry’ was also allied with 'Leading through Appreciation of Fun-Inspired Inquiry' – the first domain, 'Leading through Sharing Knowledge and Ideas of Fun-Inspired Inquiry ' – the second domain. Precisely the alignment of the three domains requires public preschool peer leaders to think out of the box to lead their peer teachers to enhance their critical and creative thinking skills in dynamic learning environments (Batey, 2012). Peer teachers, too, should be instructive and accountable all of the time as they provide the opportunity for young learners to share their "voice" through online or in-person interactions. Incorporating the learners' "voices" will improve their performance and ability to lead (Banner et al., 2019), which would later lead to the achievement of short-term fun-inspired innovation goals in the new realm.
Assessing Domain Reliability and Validity

The newly developed PeLFII Model was subjected to a pilot field test. Hence, the PeLFII Scale which was used to measure the effectiveness of the PeLFII Model was administered to 145 public preschool teachers for assessing the internal consistency reliability of the 34 items. The items were measured based on each domain. The Cronbach alpha value of more than 0.7 (>0.7) determines the level of internal consistency of the PeLFII Model (Hair et al., 2019).

Further, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was employed to assess relevant domains for PeLFII Model. EFA also aims to identify appropriate items to be loaded into each domain. Hence, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was also employed to load each item as it is less challenging than factor analysis (Hair et al., 2019). Data cleaning will be employed before PCA to remove severely skewed variables. The output of EFA yielded four domains that were successfully loaded (Table 1) to measure the effectiveness of the PeLFII Model. The domains were ‘Leading through Appreciation of Fun Inspired Inquiry’, ‘Leading through Sharing Knowledge and Ideas of Fun Inspired Inquiry’, ‘Leading through Engaging and Fun Inspired Inquiry’, and ‘Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals for Fun Inspired Inquiry’.

The four domains were further computed for more advanced construct validity namely, Pooled Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Pooled-CFA). The four domains were known as latent variables in Pooled-CFA. The latent variables were measured by observable variables (items) based on the rule of thumb of at least three observable variables (items) to measure each latent variable (domain) as proposed by Hair et al. (2019). The threshold value of more than .5 (>0.5) was set to measure the newly developed observable variables or items (Hair et al., 2019). Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was further employed for assessing the reliability and validity of the newly developed PeLFII Model. Three categories of fit indices were utilized to assess the construct validity of the PeLFII Scale. The categories of the fit indices include i) absolute fit indices; ii) incremental fit indices, and iii) parsimonious fit indices. All the fit indices have surpassed the threshold indicating that the PeLFII Scale is valid to measure the effectiveness of the PeLFII Model via online or face-to-face platforms.

Table 1. Domain Clarity Average Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Average Score of the Domain</th>
<th>Average Score of the Construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer-Led Fun Inspired Inquisitive Model</td>
<td>Leading through Appreciation of Fun Inspired Inquiry</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leading through Sharing Knowledge and Ideas of Fun Inspired Inquiry</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leading through Engaging and Fun Inspired Inquiry</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leading through Short-Term Innovation Goals for Fun Inspired Inquiry</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Average Score</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1005
The development of the Peer-Led Fun-Inspired Inquisitive (PeLFII) Model had highlighted the novelty of leadership and innovation research models and frameworks in the local context. In particular, the PeLFII Model is the first model to be tested both practically and conceptually to better understand public preschool teachers’ peer leadership abilities in mobilizing fun-inspired inquisitive instructions in online and in-person educational settings. The underlying theories add to the body of knowledge on teachers’ peer leadership competency in leading peers on fun-inspired inquisitive instructions, as well as provide a platform for future research. The underpinning theories contribute to the body of knowledge on teachers’ peer leadership competency in leading peers on fun-inspired inquisitive practices and framework for further investigations. It also results in a collaboration between teachers and parents in multi-educational settings. Schools, teachers, and policymakers can adopt one or more fun-inspired approaches to ensure that schools reflect the interests and needs of the school community they serve. It would also contribute to scholarly knowledge and provide a new perspective in online and in-person interactions in early childhood educational settings that emphasized Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS), particularly in the planning and inventing of training programs for Malaysian public preschool teachers. PeLFII Model also inculcates problem-solving skills and principles. The PeLFII Model also incorporates learners’ voices and innovation values toward Education 4.0. It would also offer much-needed advice to practitioners in the development of a Malaysian Early Childhood Educationist Professional Development Model. The newly established PeLFII Model emphasized the twenty-first-century competencies that may be fine-tuned for better efficiency in virtual fun-inspired inquisitive instructions for Malaysian public preschool teachers in the new realm.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

The present study provides insights into the process of inspiring preschool teachers’ creativity in teaching science process skills in the physical and virtual environment. Future research can be conducted to examine the impacts of the PeLFII model on the development of young children’s creativity. Longitudinal studies can be carried out to monitor and evaluate the permanence of the positive effects of the model. The PeLFII model can also be used to support preschool novice teachers and experienced teachers in fundamental science process skills (Fanny & Alzalit, 2022). A professional development network can be established to ensure effective professional communication between novice and experienced preschool teachers. The professional network may also serve as an effective tool to assess the effectiveness of the PeLFII model in the Malaysian preschool curriculum.

More comprehensive samples will be required in future research since the sample for this study only require small samples of public preschools from the three strata. To design new, enjoyable, and inspirational research instruments, a more thorough and systematic research approach such as Design and Development Research (DDR) could be used. Since the research samples in this study only include public preschool teachers, future research may include more comprehensive samples from private kindergartens to determine substantial demographic effects. A follow-up study may also be conducted based on the individual factors that influence creativity in leading peers via novel fun-inspired activities that are appropriate for the new realm educational ecosystem. Future research may concentrate on elements that enhance imagination among young learners, particularly in acquiring science process skills. Last but not least, the PeLFII Scale, which was recently developed, could be employed to support the professional development of Malaysian preschool teachers.
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